During the climb flight of big passenger airplanes, the airplane's vertical movement, i.e. its pitch angle, results from the elevator deflection angle chosen by the pilot. If the pitch angle becomes too large, the airplane is in danger of an airflow disruption at the wings, which can cause the airplane to crash. In some airplanes, the pilot is assisted by a software whose task is to prevent airflow disruptions. When the pitch angle becomes greater than a certain threshold, the software overrides the pilot's decisions with respect to the elevator deflection angle and enforces presumably safe values. While the assistance software can help to prevent human failures, the software itself is also prone to errors and is -generally -a risk to be assessed carefully. For example, if software designers have forgotten that sensors might yield wrong data, the software might cause the pitch angle to become negative. Consequently, the airplane loses height and can -eventually -crash.
Flight Control Model of Longitudinal Motion
For a complete description of the airplane motion in the three dimensional space, six variables are needed that denote the degrees of freedom of a rigid body [1] . The airplane motion is calculable by six nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of these variables. However, under certain assumptions, the ODEs can be decoupled and linearized into longitudinal and lateral equations. It is common practice to describe the longitudinal motion by a third order state space model [1] , [2] :
The state vector (1) contains the angle of attack , pitch rate , and pitch angle (cmp. Figure 1 ). Based on the assumption that the airplane is in steady-cruise at constant velocity, the longitudinal equations of motion for the airplane in state space form˙= ( , ) with the state vector given in (1) and the input := can be written aṡ
= Ω 2
where Ω = 2¯, =4 ,
with the equilibrium flight speed and as the flight path angle. The parameter denotes the density of air, denotes the platform area of the wing,¯denotes the average chord length and denotes the mass of the airplane, denotes the coefficient of weight, denotes coefficient of pitch moment, and denotes the normalized moment of inertia. The aerodynamic coefficients of thrust, drag and lift are , , . Based on the above assumptions, the dynamics of the airplane around a stationary operating point = ( , , , ) for an equilibrium flight speed is obtained by Taylor linearization of ( , ) 
Description of the designed structure
For the flight model introduced above, we have developed a series of controllers using Matlab/Simulink R ○ whose aim is to keep the pitch angle below a maximum value to prevent airflow disruption at the wings. We have selected the period of a climb flight and assume, that the pilot selects a constant deflection angle as manual input, what might cause pitch angle to increase. If becomes greater than an upper bound, the anti-stall mode is activated and the controller computes a corrective . When -as a consequence -falls again below a lower bound (due to hysteresis, the lower bound is slightly different from upper bound), the anti-stall mode is switched off again and the pilot's become again the input for the airplane. An overview of the entire control system is shown in Figure 2 .
Our closed loop control system follows the classical approach and can be split into a plant model and a controller system. The plant model is depicted in Figure 2 by the orange block (1) with input and outputs and ℎ . This block realizes the linearized airplane model specified by equation Eq.(5).
The controller system consists of a total of three blocks (cmp. Figure 2 ) including the following functions: (2) Computation of the anti-stall mode, (3) computation of the delta correction value , and (4) selection of the delta value as actuating input of the airplane model block (1) .
The decision making in block (2) is based on a comparison between the currently measured pitch angle and the maximum value . To avoid chattering, a distinction is made between a lower In many cases, a system behaves smoother and has more performance if instead the simple P-control law the PD (proportional-derivative) or the PID (proportional-integralderivative) control law is applied. While the implementation of the PD / PID control law within block (3) in Matlab/Simulink R ○ can be done easily, the transformation of this new Matlab/Simulink R ○ -model into a hybrid program (HP) as input for the theorem prover KeYmaera as described in Section 3. faces some serious problems. These problems are discussed in Section 4.
In block (4), the delivery of the actuating signal either from the manual demand of the pilot or from the anti-stall controller takes place. The implementation of block (4) is illustrated in detail in Figure 3 , where the switching between and is realized by a crisp mode-dependent function. 
System analysis by simulation
The standard technique to analyse Matlab/Simulink R ○ -models is simulation. For a simulation, concrete values for constants (e.g. ) and for input parameters ( , ) are chosen and the system is executed. The system behaviour can be depicted by function graphs showing the values of system variables over time (cmp. Figure 4 , Figure 5 ).
We actually simulate two versions of the system: the first version assumes correct measurement of the output of block (1), as described above and as depicted in Figure 2 .
In the second simulation, we assume that output of block (1) is not measured correctly by sensors. This is modelled by applying an error function on before it becomes the input for block (2) and block (3) . Applying error functions is a standard modelling technique in Matlab/Simulink R ○ .
Assuming correct sensor measuring for
The pitch angle is one of the outputs of the plant model realized by block (1) and the input for the control loop consisting of blocks (2) (3) (4) . Based on , the input (pitch elevator angle) is computed for the next cycle.
Assuming that the angle is correctly measured by sensors, the simulation of the system as shown in Figure 4 does not detect any point in time in which pitch angle becomes negative. Note that if pitch angle would become negative, the airplane would lose height and might eventually crash.
Observing only non-negative values for in a simulation is not a guarantee that never becomes negative, but it is already a good starting point for formal verification of the system's safety (cmp. Section 3.). 
Assuming incorrect sensor measuring for
When building safety critical systems, engineers should always take into account that sensors might provide wrong data. We have modelled in a second Matlab/Simulink R ○model a faulty sensor just by substituting the output of the plant model in block (1) by + offset , where offset is a predefined constant. When simulating this second model, it can be immediately seen that becomes soon negative, i.e. the airplane can lose height. This simulation is shown in Figure 5 . 
Logical Analysis of Flight Control Models
As detailed in the previous section, the Matlab/Simulink R ○ toolkit is able to simulate the modelled system. As one can easily see, the airplane might lose height when sensors for measuring pitch angle provide wrong data. However, for the opposite case of having a (presumably) correct system, simulation is not a sufficient technique to ensure the correct system behaviour under all possible circumstances. In our case, the correct behaviour means that pitch angle remains always positive (recall that we model the phase of climb flight).
In this section, we present a translation of the Matlab/Simulink R ○ model into a hybrid program (HP), a notion similar to well-known hybrid automata [7] . Since the notion of HP is supported by the theorem prover KeYmaera [4, 3] , our transformation paves the way to formally verify safety properties of hybrid systems [6, 5] .
KeYmaera
A proof task for KeYmaera has to be formulated in differential dynamic logic (DDL), which is an extension of classical dynamic logic (DL) [9] .
Classical DL allows to prove pre-/post-condition contracts (known from Design-by-Contract) for programs written in a simple while-language, i.e. a programming language supporting the classical concepts of imperative programming, such as assignment to a variable, sequential execution, iterative execution, and case distinction. The programming language handled by the theorem prover KeYmaera -known as Hybrid Program (HP)also supports to a certain degree nondeterministic execution, as realized by the statements nondeterministic assignment ( x = * ), nondeterministic choice ( ∪ ), and nondeterministic iteration ( ( )* ).
Technically, classical DL is a modal logic with modalities box ([ ] ) and diamond (< > ), where is a program and a logical formula expressing a property on the state of the machine, on which the program is executed. The state of the machine is defined as the value vector of all program variables occurring in program . Note that in HP all variables are of type Real and represent only one single scalar value. This is an important difference to Matlab/Simulink R ○ , where a variable can be of type vector or matrix and can represent a list of scalar values or even a (numerically represented) function.
For the rest of the paper, only the box-modality is applied; the formula [ ] states that in each possible post-state after program has terminated the formula holds. Please note that termination of is not claimed! Please further note that since can contain nondeterministic statements the execution of can indeed result in multiple post-states.
The main difference of DDL and DL is that the former supports continuous evolution statements. When a continuous evolution statement is executed, the variables 1 , 2 , . . . , selected by the statement change their values synchronously according to coupled differential equations. The value change is restricted by an optional evolution constraint . Table 1 summarizes the basic statements of KeYmaera's programming language HP. For a detailed introduction to DDL, the reader is referred to [6] . In [8] , the limitations of HP with respect to expressiveness and maintainability is investigated. 
Flight model as KeYmaera-input
The Matlab/Simulink R ○ -model shown in Figure 2 can be translated into a hybrid program as shown in Table 2 . In line (7), the overall structure of is shown as the nondeterministic iteration (operator *) over the sequential composition (operator ;) of subsystems and . The control part in line (8) is sequentially composed of 2 − 4 , while these HP programs tightly correspond to the blocks (2), (3), (4) in the Matlab/Simulink R ○ -model shown in Figure 2 .
In 2 , the flag ℎ is either switched on (line (9)) or switched off (line (10)) after comparing the current value of pitch angle with predefined threshold values , , , . The program structure of 2 is basically an if-then-else and therefore we have to specify in line (11) that in all remaining cases the value of ℎ remains the same.
In 3 , the correction value is computed in terms of a simple proportional (P) controller (line (12)).
In 4 , the actual plant input is computed by switching between and depending on the value of ℎ (line (13)).
Subprogram is the sequential composition of the reset of auxiliary variable to 0 (line (14) ) and a continuous evolution statement (lines (15) - (19) ). This continuous evolution statement encodes exactly the linearized airplane model specified in equation Eq. (5) . The domain constraint < (line (19) ) together with the ODE ′ = 1 (line (15)) has the effect that the system remains at longest time in the evolution state.
Proof task for correct behaviour
We can now formally formulate the safety property we would like to show for our hybrid program :
In words, (20) reads as: whenever the system (including its controller) is started in a situation in which the pitch angle is positive, then after every control loop (which takes mostly time ), the pitch angle remains positive.
Note that it is not the goal of this paper to actually establish a formal proof for (20) using the theorem prover KeYmaera. This task has been postponed to future work.
Lessons Learned
In Section 3.2. we presented based on an example a transformation of Matlab/Simulink R ○models into input artefacts for the theorem prover KeYmaera, which are written in HP Source and target notation of this transformation have a semantic gap that cannot always be bridged by a clever encoding in the target notation HP. The most striking difference are the allowed types for variables and the predefined operations on these types. In KeYmaera, every variable is of type Real, for which only common arithmetic operation such as + , − , * , / and comparison operation < , ≤ , > , ≥ , = are provided. In Matlab, variables can be of a numerical type or of an n-dimensional list (aka. vector, matrix, grid) or even of a function type. The list of operations supported by these types is much longer than in HP: arithmetic operation, trigonometric function, matrix multiplication, and many more.
Another important difference is that in HP the derivation operator ' can only be applied in a continuous evolution statement, whose ODEs are restricted to the form ′ = , while must not contain any derivative term. In Matlab, the derivation operator can be applied much more freely, e.g. in the plant model as well as in the controller system.
Let us illustrate these problems with a concrete example. In our Matlab/Simulink R ○model presented above, the computation of is done by applying the P control law = (cmp. Eq. (6)). This law is transformed to 3 with implementation = * ( − ) (comp. line (12) in Table 2 ). Suppose, we would like to substitute in the Matlab/Simulink R ○ -model the P by a PD control law, which would be implemented by = +˙ (21) where = − denotes the control error and > 0 and > 0 denote real-valued controller gains. For such a system definition, our transformation would yield for The problem now is that Eq. (22) cannot be directly transformed into a HP since the derivation operator ' must only occur in form ′ = <exp> within a continuous evolution statement and this form is not met by Eq. (22) . 
If the PD control law is formulated in this form, it can be directly transformed into HP since not derivation operator is applied any longer.
Related Work
Safety analysis of flight control systems has a long tradition in the academic control community. Based on linear models which describe the dynamics of the aircraft for individual degrees of freedom, formal methods of control theory such as stability analysis, model-based fault detection and isolation (FDI) and fault tolerant control (FTC) are applied [16] , [29] . Due to the nonlinear behaviour of aircraft dynamics, the assumption of an approximate description with linear models is only valid in a small working range. In the case of an fault, however, this range is left. For this reason, model classes such as quasi-LPV (linear parameter variable) [30] and Takagi-Sugeno systems have been investigated in recent years. These techniques allow to describe nonlinear dynamics in such a way that formal safety system analysis is feasible [31] . In order to be able to compare the different approaches in an objective way, benchmarks have been established in cooperation with industry [20] , [17] , [18] . For this purpose, generic flight models or models that describe common target aircraft are used.
For the safety analysis of a longitudinal motion controller, a logic based verification technique has been chosen in this paper. The core of our approach is based on differential dynamic logic (DDL) [3] , for which the prover KeYmaera has been developed. Numerous case studies from different domains have been conducted, in which KeYmaera proved to be powerful enough to verify real-world cyber-physical systems [22] , [23] , [24] .
An alternative logic-based verification backend would be HyComp [27] , which is also able to verify hybrid automata. HyComp is an SMT-based model checker and expects a system description in terms of the HyDI symbolic language.
One of the bottlenecks for applying KeYmaera is the necessity to describe the system (both plant and controller) in form of a hybrid program, which is a rather archaic, text oriented notation. In this paper, we have provided -based on an example -a translation from the notation Matlab/Simulink R ○ into a hybrid program. While this translation is for many constructs straightforward, special attention is needed to translate how the controller computes the corrective input for the plant. In practice, this is often done by applying a P-, PD-, or PID-controller law.
In [6] , the integration of a PD-controller is illustrated in Example 9b (page 18), but the PD-controller becomes part of the plant and not of the controller. Thus, to our knowledge, it is still an unsolved problem how to model PD-and PID-controller in terms of hybrid programs.
Instead of using logic-based verification methods, tools such as SpaceEx [25] and Flow* [26] apply reachability analysis as verification method. The goal of reachability analysis is to obtain a verification whether a hybrid automaton never reaches an unsafe state configuration [11] . In contrast to logic analysis, the verification of the reachability for hybrid systems is based on the level set techniques [12] , which determines an implicit representation of the boundary of this reachable set.
For systems with complex dynamics, some approximation methods are needed for reachability computations [13] : A group of methods seeks an efficient over-approximation of the reachable set for hybrid systems, whose continuous dynamics is defined by linear differential equations. Such systems can be implemented using tools like d/dt [14] or the MATLAB-based tool CheckMate [28] . Here, sets are represented as convex polyhedra. The propagation of these polyhedra under linear dynamics could result in over-approximations of nonlinear dynamics along each surface of the polyhedra.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated safety critical software for controlling the flight of modern airplanes. Such control software is usually developed using tools such as Matlab/Simulink R ○ . We present a possible controller for the computation of the pitch elevator angle, but this controller has been completely designed by ourselves. The sole purpose of our model is to provide an example at which quality assurance techniques can be applied and demonstrated.
For the controller of our example, we review two main safety properties: Does the controller effectively prevent airflow disruption, which is the main purpose of the controller. However, there is another safety property, which can be easily overlooked when airplane software is hastily developed: Is it possible that the controller software could cause the airplane to lose height, which -eventually -might cause the airplane to crash.
The simulations of our controller suggest, that both safety properties are met. However and not surprisingly, the controller can cause airplane crashes when the sensor measuring the pitch angle does not provide correct data.
For the case that the sensor works correctly, we have translated the Matlab/Simulink R ○model successfully into a HP model. This paves the way to verify using the theorem prover KeYmaera that for all possible situations the system is safe (not only for the few situations captured by the simulation). Finding an actual proof for the described safety properties was not the goal of this paper.
As discussed in Section 4., a successful transformation is only possible if the source model meets some restrictions. Whenever functions are used in the source model for which there is no corresponding function in HP, the generated target model cannot be parsed by KeYmaera. Likewise, the derivation operator should be used in the source model only at locations, which are mapped to continuous evolutions statements in HP. As the example given in Section 4. illustrates, all other occurrences of the derivation operator have to be manually substituted by equivalent terms prior to transformation, but this seems to be not always possible.
Баар Т., Шульте Х., "Анализ безопасности контроллеров продольного движения во время набора высоты", Моделирование и анализ информационных систем, 26:4 (2019), 488-501. Аннотация. Во время набора высоты на больших пассажирских самолетах вертикальное движение самолета, то есть его угол наклона, зависит от угла отклонения руля высоты, выбранного пилотом. Если угол наклона становится слишком большим, самолет рискует нарушить воздушный поток на крыльях, что может привести к его падению. В некоторых самолетах пилоту помогает программное обеспечение, задачей которого является предотвращение нарушения воздушного потока. Когда угол наклона становится больше определенного порога, программное обеспечение отменяет решения пилота относительно угла отклонения руля высоты и обеспечивает предположительно безопасные значения. Хотя вспомогательное программное обеспечение может помочь предотвратить человеческие сбои, само программное обеспечение также подвержено ошибкам и, как правило, представляет собой риск для тщательной оценки. Например, если разработчики программного обеспечения забыли, что датчики могут давать неправильные данные, программное обеспечение может привести к тому, что угол наклона станет отрицательным. Следовательно, самолет теряет высоту и может -в конечном итоге -разбиться. В этой статье мы представляем исполняемую модель, написанную на Matlab/Simulink R ○ для системы управления пассажирским самолетом. Наша модель также учитывает программное обеспечение, помогающее пилоту предотвращать нарушение воздушного потока. При моделировании
